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� Are projections of  oversupply for the next decade accurate? 

� How many projects are expected to come online? How much extra capacity 

does this bring to the market? 

� Cost analysis of  projects - how are these projects being financed?

� Tipping point: how can miners secure financing in a bearish market? 

FINANCING AND INVESTING IN 

GRAPHITE – A CLOSER LOOK AT 

NEW SUPPLY



Are projections of  oversupply for the next decade accurate? 

� This depends if  you believe the companies in the graphite space

� Some honestly believe they will get to production, but are they deluding 

themselves more than the market?

� Much depends on the fate of  Syrah….

� Some of  the wannabe producers will end up producing less than their 

PEAs or DFSs might indicate

� Then there is the demand side… Will China have to scale back its EV 

ambitions?

OVERSUPPLY – THE CREDIBILITY 

GAP



The first flush of the Graphite boom was in 2013. There had been graphite

players before then but the real expansion came during a “dead time” for the

rest of the mining space.

A swarm of new players appeared. However, financing dried up. Values faded

and the graphite players joined the rest of the mining sector in the “dog

house”.

Some determined companies soldiered on with funds raised during the “good

days”. A number of other companies were repurposed (particularly in Canada)

as gold stories or, ironically, as Lithium plays

The Lithium ion battery boom revived interest in battery materials (Lithium,

Cobalt and to a lesser extent Graphite) generally. There has been a pullback in

Lithium valuations over the since 2017.

THE RACE TO MARKETS



THE RUNNERS & THE FIELD



How many projects are expected to come online?

� Three or four more projects over the next two years would be enough (or

maybe even too much)

How much extra capacity does this bring to the market?

� This depends whether it is sane economic judgements driving the decision

making process or just forward momentum

PIPELINE OR LOGJAM?



THE CLIMB TO PRODUCTION



THE END OF GARGANTUANISM

The mining industry has been inflicted
by gargantuanism over the last 20 years
and in most cases it has ended in tears.
Oversized projects with over sized capex
become like unsteerable supertankers.
They cannot respond to price signals nor
to demand fluctuations.

This has been particularly notable in the
Nickel space, in Rare Earths and in
Graphite in one notorious case.

They frequently come to grief due to
their inflexibility created by their
oversized nature.

The era of project bloat is over…..



FINANCING IN A “TIME OF CHOLERA”

Equity financings – at best a dripfeed

Canadian markets are doubly afflicted by faddism – In recent years mining

financings have been overshadowed by first, Blockchain and, now,

Weedmania

Fate of graphite is tied to sentiments towards battery metals in particular

and EV growth expectations in general

Offtakers have now become key financing sources, however their number is

limited

Private Equity & Hedge Funds are now players – the latter can be predatory

– naïve managements have fallen prey to them in other parts of the mining

space with debt financings being particularly dangerous



� In ten years from now all regions will probably have at least one graphite 
mine and many larger economies will have one or more mines

� China will not be a threat to supply - it will have reduced market share

� There will be a realisation that graphite mining is neither a high capex nor 
particularly complex endeavour – nor will it be regarded as highly 
profitable

� Graphite is the least supply constricted and least geographically restricted 
element in the battery supply chain and as such should be of  least concern 
to manufacturers and other end-users

FUTUROLOGY


